IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

Dartmouth College
Recognizes With Deep Appreciation
The Extraordinary Achievements of

Class of 1979
2011 Special Recognition Award

What can you say about a class that year after year sets the bar higher for itself and then goes about breaking all of its previous records? As the president so eloquently wrote, "Our Class aims each year, every year to reset the standard higher: a standard higher to which other Dartmouth classes can aspire and from which Dartmouth’s full promise and legacy will benefit.” Across all measures, including monetary support for Dartmouth and her undergraduates, participation in mini-reunions, superb newsletters, widespread connections through social media, and lead support for Dartmouth Partners in Community Service, the ’79s are flying high, "piloted by collaborative leadership, lifted by individual relationships, and propelled by lifetime friendships.” Who could ask for more? Well, the Class of 1979 asks for more each year, and it delivers! Hats off on your outstanding achievements!
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